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The Oso, Washington Landslide Disaster Proves
to be a Useful Learning Tool for SAR K-9 Teams

Going on the last three days, the most effective tool has been dogs and just
our bare hands and shovels uncovering people. But the dogs are the ones
that are pinpointing a particular area to look, and we’re looking and that’s
how we’re finding people.
Travis Hots,
Snohomish County District 21 Fire Chief
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Preface:

On March 22, 2014, a catastrophic failure of the hillside above the small
community just east of Oso in Snohomish County in the State of Washington
caused almost 10 million cubic yards of dirt to plunge down and across the
Stillaguamish River. A fast-moving wave of mud and trees ended up taking
43 lives and became a life-changing event for us and many of our K-9 Search
and Rescue colleagues. This event was, and still is, a tragedy of massive
proportions, and our hearts go out to the families that have been left behind. We
hope that our participation has contributed a small measure of comfort.

Size and Nature of Disaster

This mudslide was one of the largest known in the United States. An
interview with Urban Search and Rescue Task Force Leader Thomas
Richardson in a recent article in Emergency puts the scale into perspective:
“The main challenge was the scale of the site. Think about 9/11. That
was around 16 acres and it took them more than six months to get to
native soil, down to the foundation of the World Trade Center….we were
dealing with 800 acres. A vastly larger scale with a small number of people
we were looking for.”

The K-9 Search and Rescue (SAR) Response

In the days and weeks following the slide, over 25 volunteer SAR K-9 teams
from six states (Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada, Montana) and
Canada (Alberta, British Columbia), deployed as first responders. For many
of the 77 K-9 handlers, 50 K-9 field support personnel, and 80 search K-9s,
it was their first time on a disaster mission. Volunteer SAR K-9 teams were
used extensively on this mission (as has been the case on a couple of past
catastrophic slides in California). While we can spend time as a K-9 community
exploring how we can be more effective on future similar disasters, SAR K-9
teams overall were very effective on this mission, particularly in the early days
of deployment.

What We Learned

On June 22-23, 2014, the
Snohomish County Volunteer
Search and Rescue (SCVSAR) K-9
Team hosted a weekend-long event
to which all volunteer SAR K-9
teams that we had been able to
identify deployed over the course
of the mission were invited. Many
showed up and spent time training
together, debriefing and discussing
lessons learned. Suzanne and
her team spearheaded this
effort and invited Marcia to
help facilitate a discussion
around K-9 performance. More
than 35 handlers and K-9 field
support participated. Other
discussions covered K-9 health
and K-9 callout/coordination and
communication, but will not be
addressed in this article. The
SCVSAR K-9 team developed
and distributed a survey to K-9
handlers prior to that weekend,
focused on the three areas
identified above. This article
summarizes key K-9 lessons
learned based on the debriefing
discussion and findings from the
survey.

RESPONDING K-9 TEAMS
ABCSAR (All Breed Canine Search and Rescue)

Crook County K-9

CARDA (California Rescue Dog Association)

David Thompson SAR K-9

CASSDA (Canadian Search Dog Association)

Deschutes County K-9

ISARD (Idaho Search Dog Association)

Jackson County K-9

KCSD (King County Search Dogs)

Josephine County SAR & COSAR K-9

Snohomish County Volunteer SAR K-9 Team

Kittitas County K-9

Cascade Dogs & Cowlitz County SAR

Mountain Wave SAR K-9

Evergreen Search Dog Team

Oregon State Sheriff K-9

Inland Northwest Search and Rescue

Santa Clara Sherriff’s Office K-9

Intermountain Search Dogs

Walla Walla SAR K-9

Northwest Disaster Search Dogs

Whatcom County SAR K-9

Pacific Crest Search Dogs

Yakima County K-9

Whidbey Search Dogs

Wilderness Finders Search Dogs

GSSD (German Shepherd Search Dogs)
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BOTTOM LEFT: Rescue workers walk along a section of State Route 530 as crews search for survivors or victims of
the Oso mudslide along State Route 530 near Darrington, Washington Rescue and recovery workers slogged through
thick mud and debris as rain poured down on the area one week after the devastating disaster. Photo by Joshua Trujillo
BOTTOM RIGHT: K-9s Keb and Ferdie wearing GPS collars/SCVSAR K-9. Photo by G. Mansfield
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In preparation for the June K-9 debriefing event, the SCVSAR K-9 team gathered
data on what K-9 teams, disciplines and jurisdictions deployed, the timeline for major
events, and the overall effectiveness of K-9 teams – K-9s and handlers. One particularly
interesting observation that came out of this effort is that roughly 75 percent of all
victim recoveries were made the first couple of weeks of deployment, prior to the
deployment of most FEMA K-9s.

Leveraging Technology

The use of GPS technology and transmitters on K-9s can be very useful on missions
like the Highway 530 landslide. The use, centralized capture and sharing of K-9 GPS
data throughout the mission with teams in the field was important in helping K-9
teams manage and understand what was happening on a search assignment. With a
systematic approach to capturing K-9 alerts and areas of interest, critical information
can be passed on each day to teams showing up subsequently on a mission. This not
only helps handlers understand and interpret their K-9s behavior, but also contributes
to teamwork, and targeted subsequent deployments. Diligent flagging of areas where
recoveries are made can also help K-9 handlers interpret their dog’s behavior when the
dog alerts in areas where finds have been made in prior days.

Safety and Protective Gear

Safety of the K-9 teams when deploying on a disaster of this nature cannot be
emphasized enough. Survey data shows that the quality of safety briefings improved over
time. On the first day of deployment, many teams had to stand by for many hours while
engineers, geologists and other professionals were evaluating the stability of the slide.
The bottom line on a mission like this is to pay careful attention to information on
safety coming from the Incident Command and operations leaders. Ultimately, K-9
handlers also have to make their own judgment and determine if the site is safe enough
and if they have the equipment, tools and stamina to be effective. Moving around in
the mudslide was exceedingly difficult in some areas and handlers had to be in good
physical condition to able to move faster and more effectively in their search. K-9s fared
better in this environment than handlers and other human volunteers who were more
prone to get stuck in the mud. Each kind of environment had its own specific challenges
and required different gear and equipment -- from coveralls and rain gear, gaiters, heavy
gloves, hard hats or bump caps, eye protection to protect from hazardous materials to
probes and shovels to help with the actual search.
Throughout the mission, K-9 teams worked in diverse and challenging environments,
ranging from rubble and collapsed buildings, to wilderness search, to mud and water
where searching was conducted by a wide variety of watercraft, including Marsh Master®
amphibious vehicles, SAR hovercraft and small rescue boats. There was also extensive
searching around heavy equipment, particularly after the early stages of deployment (The
first few days, teams used hands, shovels and chainsaws). Though hazardous materials
issues turned out to be less serious for K-9s and rescuers than initially believed, another
lesson learned for K-9 handlers is a desire to have more extensive training in hazardous
materials.

Photo courtesy of the Washington State
Department of Transportation

E-mail sent out to the
SCVSAR K-9 group on Day 1:
Required Gear:
• Helmet & Safety Glasses
• PFD
• Gaiters
• Duct tape
• Flagging & sharpie
• Leather gloves
• GPS
• Reinforced boots
(steel shank/toe is best)
• Collapsible shovel
• Steel probe
• VHF SAR Radio
• FRS Radio (using 7-1)
• Small pack for working through
mud/unstable terrain with 10
essentials, water, food.
In addition, I will have the VHF radio
cache and Astro transmitters.
This list was updated throughout
the mission to reflect changing
requirements and also circulated to
many incoming K-9 teams.

Disciplines Deployed and Understanding the Environment and Search Picture
The table below shows the variety of K-9 disciplines deployed throughout the mission. In the early stages of deployment,
more air scent K-9s were seen along with HRD (human remains detection K-9s), water and disaster certified teams.

RESPONSE BY K-9 CERTIFICATION

PERCENT OF TEAMS

Air Scent
55%
Trailing
11%
Human Remains Detection (HRD)
85%
Water Search
24%
Disaster
3%
The percentage totals over 100% due to dual certification for some teams
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As the mission went on, HRD K-9s became prevalent, though there were
both SAR volunteer and FEMA teams with air scent only qualifications working
side by side throughout the mission. K-9 teams from different disciplines were
effective in locating subjects, particularly during the first couple of weeks. In
later stages of the mission, the mud and debris were heavily contaminated
with scent as the heavy equipment machinery kept turning things over. In fact,
machine operators and spotters were very effective tools during this stage.
In our survey, we asked K-9 handlers that deployed which K-9 disciplines
were perceived to be effective during the early and later stages of the lengthy
search process. The responses are shown in the table below, and suggest that
the most common perception of handlers was (a) multiple K-9 disciplines (air
scent, HRD, disaster) were judged to be effective early in the search period,
and (b) while HRD disciplines were judged effective throughout the search
timeframe, air scent K-9s were more effective in the early days of the search.

K-9
CERTIFICATION

WAS THIS K-9
DISCIPLINE
EFFECTIVE IN THE
EARLY SEARCH
TIMEFRAME?
(PERCENT “YES”)

WAS THIS K-9
DISCIPLINE
EFFECTIVE IN THE
LATER SEARCH
TIMEFRAME?
(PERCENT “YES”)

Air Scent
Trailing
HRD
Water Search
Disaster
Other

79%
0%
86%
31%
64%
4%

23%
0%
90%
40%
40%
8%

Knowledge of soil composition is
important when searching for human
remains. Sand is comprised of round
minerals that pack together with lots
of space around it, allowing air to
flow around it. In contrast, mud is
composed of flat plates of minerals
that pack down tightly, allowing little
air flow. A person buried six feet
down in sand can be easy for a K-9
to find, whereas a person buried a
foot under mud would be a difficult
problem for the K-9. In this case,
the K-9 might alert where the scent
reaches the surface as at the root
ball of a fallen tree. This actually
happened on a search of a hillside
where there had been a homeless
encampment. One person was
missing when we searched the site.
Both K-9s did a half-sit (kind of a
half-alert) at the root base of a tree.
The missing subject was later found
four feet under the mud encased in
his sleeping bag. He was not directly
under the tree but about two feet to
the side of it.
Marcia Koenig

Deep Burials and Large Source

The experience from this disaster bears out that K-9s with no experience with
human remains can be effective in finding deceased subjects above ground, but
that finding buried victims is more effectively accomplished with specialized
training. A K-9 may sniff at a buried person for a few seconds and then move on
or even ignore a buried person all together. With training, the K-9 will know to
stay with the scent and alert. That being said, there were seasoned handlers with
little specialized training with buried victims that were able to accurately read
their K-9’s body language and pinpoint locations of buried subjects.
Olfaction studies have shown that the more a K-9 is trained for a particular
scent, the specific receptors for that spectrum of scent will increase. In other
words, practice will improve the K-9’s ability to find the target scent – both in
having done it and in quantity of scent receptors.
The Highway 530 landslide also pointed out the need for K-9 SAR teams to have
opportunities to train on large sources (full bodies). The difference in volume when
K-9s encounter a large source can be overwhelming and actually result in K-9
behavior very different from their typical human remains natural alert or trained
indication. A couple of Snohomish County Volunteer Search and Rescue Teams
recently attended advanced human remains detection training including large
sources at the Western Carolina Cadaver Workshop (offered in cooperation with
the Western Carolina Forensic Anthropology Program). By exposing the K-9 team
to a large source, the K-9 gains new information for their scent database and the
handler learns to properly read their K-9’s behavior in such circumstances. These
kinds of opportunities are also offered at the Texas based Freeman Ranch (part
of the Forensic Anthropology Center at Texas State University), and a Program
called Locating the Dead in California. which is a joint program of the San Luis
Obispo Fire Investigation Strike Team and the San Luis Obispo Coroner’s Office.
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Learn to Read Your K-9’s Body Language
and Teach a Trained Indication

Notwithstanding what was said in the section before,
training and learning to read a trained indication can reinforce
the ability to understand what a K-9 is trying to communicate.
In later stages of the landslide mission, or where subjects were
in close proximity to each other, “scent was everywhere.” It
was a truly confusing picture
Buildings can channel scent, so the
for K-9s and handlers alike, and
subject may not be directly under
the ability to read the K-9’s body
the spot where the dog alerts.
language was critical. Knowing
Marcia Koenig the differences in posture and
intensity between animal and
human scents, listening to the breathing and other behaviors
of the K-9 assumes more importance. For example, if a K-9
has been trained on human remains, it may make short fast
breaths for a few seconds when in scent. The bottom line for
the handler is to observe very closely to see if the K-9 exhibits
any behavior that is different from what may be the typical
pattern and check it out. Seasoned SAR K-9 handlers know
that the indication you get on a mission is not necessarily an
exact replica of what you would see on a training. If the K-9 is
immersed in and surrounded by deep mud, she may not be able
to down for an indication, but will let you know in another way.
A trained indication (a specific behavior the K-9 demonstrates
when it gets the odor it is searching for such as jumping on the
handler, tugging an object, a spin, sit or down, bark or exploratory
dig) can be important “insurance” for a handler to know what
his or her K-9 is communicating. While some handlers feel that
learning to read their K-9’s body language is enough, a trained
indication may be a particularly useful tool when doing a search
where the subject is hidden or buried. The trained indication is
the K-9’s way of communicating unequivocally, “This is it!”

Agility and Off Lead Directability

This mission required physical stamina and agility on the
part of handlers and K-9s, particularly in the early days when
areas searched were large, and more similar to a wilderness
area search in extreme terrain. Searching rubble and collapsed
buildings surrounded by the slide required the ability to cover
difficult terrain, balance and get out of sucking mud. The K-9s
did quite well in this environment. Rescuers were typically the
ones getting in trouble in the mud, which in some places was
70 feet deep. K-9s with agility training and experience working
through wilderness terrain had an advantage when deploying
on the slide. Agility training, whether in classes or on search
K-9 workouts, prepares our K-9s to encounter obstacles such
as downed trees, boulders and building materials. Off lead
directability goes hand in hand with agility training. Moving
through mud or rubble and buildings is slow and difficult for
the handler. If your K-9 can be directed to places you want
searched, larger areas can be covered more quickly. During the
early stages of the mission, K-9 teams typically worked off lead
covering large areas similar to wilderness search and lasting
several hours. Search assignments later on typically involved
very small areas working side by side with excavators, often
between a 5-20 minute duration. The K-9 would check an area,
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the excavator would dig, and the K-9 would come back
to check the area again, often with as many as a dozen
or more rescuers stepping back and watching the K-9
team working. K-9s were worked on or off lead on
these assignments depending on handler preference.
Assignments often were very close to one another and
the ability to keep control and focus was critical.
In summary, to be optimally effective in a search
like the 530 landslide, K-9 teams benefit from agility
training, directionals, working on and off lead,
working with heavy and noisy equipment close by as
well as other distractions, including food.
With the likelihood of working for days and possibly
many weeks without a K-9 find, it is also important
that K-9 teams train by working negative areas and
that handlers know how to keep their K-9s motivated
when there are no finds. In the later stages, the nature
of the mission was typically long waiting/standby
periods interspersed with short assignments with rare
finds. Lastly, handlers have to develop the confidence
to work in high pressure situations with a large and
potentially critical audience.

Developing Closer Working
Relationships with Fire and FEMA

We believe that additional joint trainings with local
fire departments and FEMA would help us understand
our respective capabilities and work together on future
disasters. Deputy Doug Pressel with the County Sheriff’s
Department (Doug is also a Search Team Manager
on Washington Task Force-1 and coordinated the K-9
search for some time on the Highway 530 landslide)
in conjunction with Northwest Disaster Search Dogs
(NDSD) recently organized a disaster training weekend
for SAR K-9 teams that responded to the Highway 530
disaster from throughout the region. This training was a
good start with important sharing and learnings between
K-9 disaster teams and volunteer SAR K-9 teams. K-9
teams from Snohomish County Volunteer Search and
Rescue (SCVSARK-9) have subsequently been through
additional disaster training to develop better first
responder capabilities in the first 72 hours following
catastrophic events (this was training sponsored by the
National Search Dog Alliance with nationally recognized
instructors at Camp Atterbury in Indiana).

Next Steps

SAR K-9 teams had a unique opportunity to deploy
and demonstrate effectiveness on the Highway 530
landslide. The vast majority of FEMA K-9s did not get
deployed until a couple of weeks into the mission, after
75% of recoveries had been made, many as a direct
result of K-9 finds. Because FEMA K-9 arrivals were
delayed, SAR K-9s from multiple states were called in
and successfully deployed. Many different K-9 disciplines
were utilized and made contributions at various stages of
the search, most during the first couple of weeks.

From our experience on the ground during the
search, and from our extensive post-search debriefing
and analysis, we learned many lessons that can help
improve K-9 deployment on future similar disasters.
Following are some of the key areas of training
discussed as having the most potential positive impact
in terms of enhancing SAR K-9 team effectiveness on
similar missions in the future:
• Make GPS/transmitter standard equipment for K-9
teams deployed. Improve systems for capturing and
sharing data effectively throughout missions.
• Encourage K-9 teams to train on deep burials and 		
large scent sources. This may be an opportune 		
time to look at how to legislatively facilitate access
to source, and particularly large source.
• Place more emphasis on searching negative areas in
training curriculums.
• Incorporate more work on directionals. This is an 		
area where SAR K-9 teams can leverage some of 		
the work and training techniques used by disaster
teams.
• Place more emphasis on agility. Disaster teams 		
consistently train on unstable equipment and 		
surfaces, unusual environments and distractions.
• Incorporate on and off leash training in the regular
curriculum. Effective execution of both were 		
required at the 530 landslide depending on specific
circumstances and the stage of the mission where
teams were deployed.
• Do more joint trainings across jurisdictions. Develop
mock searches and deploy side by side. Work more
closely with fire departments and FEMA.
• Conduct more hazardous materials training 		
for K-9 teams and educate the K-9 community on 		
decontamination approaches and issues.
The 530 landslide disaster has shown that SAR
volunteer K-9s can be very effectively deployed side by
side with FEMA teams. Some would even argue that
SAR K-9s and handlers accustomed to doing large area
search and deploying in rugged wilderness terrain were
better prepared and were more appropriately equipped
for the conditions that they were met by, at least initially.
We are planning to follow up with K-9 teams that
deployed on the landslide in the spring of 2015 to explore
what, if any, changes have emerged in approaches to
training, building community and networking across
jurisdictions.
It is our hope that this article will trigger more
exploration and productive discussion in the K-9
community. We need to ask ourselves powerful questions.
How do we better prepare ourselves and our K-9s for the
future? What are the questions we need to be asking that
are not being asked? Who needs to talk and collaborate
with whom to get better and more coordinated response
in the future? What assumptions do we need to examine?
How do we need to renew and refresh the debate? n
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Suzanne Elshult has been an executive coach since
1995 - with a focus on leadership and emotional
intelligence. Suzanne has worked with organizational
leaders in for profit and not-for-profit organizations locally
and globally.
She frequently
contributes
to her blog
ExecutiveYak.
com (http://
hrnow.net/
yak-blog) and
Flipboard
Magazines
including the
K-9SARYak
Magazine https://flipboard.com/profile/selshult).
Suzanne’s commitment to “building community” and
giving back to the world in a consequential way led to
her involvement in search and rescue. In 2001, she joined
the Snohomish County Volunteer Search and Rescue
(SCVSAR) K-9 Team where she currently is the K-9 Air
Scent Lead, and has played a critical role in developing a
large and strong team the last 8 years. Suzanne and her
second SAR K-9, Labrador Keb, are certified in air scent
and land human remains (NSDA-National Search Dog
Alliance) and also train in avalanche, water and disaster.
Suzanne deployed for two full work weeks on the Highway
530 Disaster. As a member of Everett Mountain Rescue
and Snohomish County Volunteer Search and Rescue, she
and her dogs have deployed on hundreds of missions both
in wilderness and urban settings.
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Marcia Koenig has been involved in volunteer search
K-9 work since 1972. She was a founding member of the
American Rescue Dog Association and the Texas Unit of
ARDA. She is a founding member of Northwest Disaster
Search Dogs and King
County Search Dogs and
a past member of Region
10 DMORT task force. She
is the past chair of the
National Association for
Search and Rescue search
dog committee
Marcia’s K-9 search
experience ranges from
disaster search (Wichita
Falls, TX tornado; KAL Air
Crash, Guam; Bremerton
Fire, WA; Hurricane Katrina, MS; 530/Oso, WA mudslide)
to wilderness, snow, water, and cadaver. She has also
trained all her search dogs in trailing. Marcia’s dogs
have made finds in trailing, wilderness, water, cadaver
and disaster searches. She worked for DMORT at 9-11
Twin Towers (without dog). She has had law enforcement
experience as a Mt. Rainier National Park ranger.
As a former high school and adult education instructor,
Marcia’s interests are in teaching and writing. She
has taken animal behavior (chicken training) classes
from Marian and Bob Bailey and incorporates training
principles in search dog classes. She has taught at
NASAR and numerous training schools, seminars and
workshops. She is the author of many articles and has
produced a DVD on utilizing dogs for water search.
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